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i love macos, but i love my macbook
pro more than i love macos. i do most
of my work on a macbook pro at home

and at work, and thats the exact
machine i would have bought if i

wasnt waiting for the new mac. ive
gotten really into the programming

and creative work i do and i use them
together like a team. ive learned how
to code in photoshop, and ive been

using it in indesign to create content
for the web. ive been doing some

printing and creating and adding text
and things to images. im a prolific
designer and ive been writing and
speaking to my clients about the
process of creating and delivering
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content that is accessible to the web
and social media, and some of my

work requires offline access to
photoshop and illustrator. also, i use
them with a color grading app and

sometimes use apps like after effects,
or premiere pro. ive also been using

them with a video editor. i am
constantly swapping macs back and

forth, and ive been able to keep using
windows, and a windows laptop, and a
windows desktop. i love apple, and ive

gotten used to macos, but i prefer
working with the mac version of

everything. ive been using them for
15 years and ive always had to use

windows. ive never needed windows.
hello, i am not sure if anyone has

asked this question, but i am
becoming a semi-retired designer, i do
some projects for old clients, yet i like

to dabble in applications. my main
adobe apps in ios are indesign /

illustrator / photoshop. question: does
adobe offer a discount to retired

designers, like student/edu discounts
(i have been with adobe since the
floppies-only installation format.
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if you are on a mac that has not been
replaced, you may be able to install an

older version of adobe illustrator cc
2017. some of the steps in this article
will work, but you may have to go to a
different location to find the software,
or use apple app store to install it. the
article how to install older versions of
adobe creative cloud applications on
your mac lists some of the possible
steps. the detailed instructions for

installing illustrator cc 2017 25.0 on a
mac with a different version of macos
may be found here. the main problem

is that apple has no way to install
older versions of macos on the new

mac. (if you are on a mac that has not
been replaced, you may be able to

install an older version of adobe
illustrator cc 2017. some of the steps
in this article will work, but you may
have to go to a different location to
find the software, or use apple app
store to install it. the article how to
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install older versions of adobe creative
cloud applications on your mac lists

some of the possible steps. if you are
on a mac that has not been replaced,
you may be able to install a version of
illustrator cc 2017 older than the most

recent one. you will be able to use
your current installation of adobe

illustrator cc 2017 on the new mac,
because the software is not tied to a
particular version of macos. i know

this is a very subjective topic, but this
is the first time ive ever bought a mac,

so i think ill give it a go anyway. ive
been a user of windows for 15 years
and ive used adobe on the mac ever

since the first mac version of
photoshop. i work with a mac for

everything and its been a long time
since ive had a problem. ive now

purchased all of the new mac
upgrades that have come out since
last year, and i am so happy to have

the macbook pro, the imac, and a new
apple tv. i love apple, and im actually
buying the new iphone that is coming

out. i just want to know if i should
have waited for the mac update to
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come out, or if i should have held off
and waited for the next version of
illustrator and the next version of

photoshop. ive been reading tons of
stuff on the web about the new mac
update and ive found it difficult to

understand if its just apple forcing all
of us to buy the new hardware and

software or if its because apple wants
us to buy it because they arent sure

the new mac is ready yet. 5ec8ef588b
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